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MilkyLab
Established in 1980 as a producer of
machines for the dairy industry,
MilkyLAB is among the market leaders
in the design and manufacture of
machines and automatic installations.
From its location inside a major Italian
dairy district, the company serves both
the domestic and international markets
under its own MilkyLAB trademark.
MilkyLab specializes in machines for
the production of: Pasta Filata Cheese
(Mozzarella, Caciocavallo, Provolone,
Pizza Cheese, Kassery, String cheese)
Processed Cheese And Cheese Spreads,
Hard And Semi-Hard Cheese (caciotte,
pecorino, ecc.).

FENCO
The company established in Italy in 1984.
FENCO started its extraordinary journey on 1984 due
to the intuition and due
diligence work of a pool of
engineers who decided to
establish in Parma a Food
Engineering Company with the aim to be the first
to innovate tomato processing. Always focusing
on the fruit processing in all its meanings,
FENCO has then constantly expanded its technical and product portfolio with innovative solutions and patented systems, providing a superior
technology and service to the world’s largest
food and drink processors.
FENCO offers an unmatched technical
knowledge giving to FENCO the ability to
respond to the highest demands of the worldwide food and drink Industry.

Tomra
Sorting
Solutions
With more than 110
years of combined sorting
and industry experience, and
over 13,740 units installed in more than 80 countries, the expertise
allows the company to deliver high-performance sorting and analytical
solutions to the customers.
By realizing synergies in technologies across business streams
TOMRA Sorting’s ability to bring sorting and analytics to new segments, markets and applications has been greatly enhanced. The company is better positioned to respond to customer and industry
challenges faster than before offering the best value products.
Through TOMRA Sorting’s established expertise in bringing sorting
to new segments in food, recycling and mining with key industry players; with all the combined expertise the company brings the customers
innovative solutions meeting their needs.

Novozymes®
Novozymes is unique in the dedication to enzymes and
microbes. For more than 70 years, we work with the biological
problem solvers and has made a big difference to the shared
world. Novozymes works with innovative customers across the
globe, helping them produce more from less, make their products stand out and reduce costs. Since 2000, the company have
brought more than 100 new molecules to market to address
specific industry and customer challenges.
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